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Mobile coverage: Qualitative research

1. Executive summary
1.1. Objectives and approach
Ofcom's primary duty is to further the interests of consumers and citizens in relation to
communications matters. Part of this duty is to ensure that consumers have access to the
communications services they need, when they need them. One such service is mobile
communication in all its forms: voice, text and internet. At present, some areas of the UK are well
served, with consumers having a choice of network operators they can use and each of which
provides a good level of coverage. However, there are still many areas of the UK that do not
benefit from such good coverage, and often have patchy or no coverage at all. Therefore, Ofcom
wished to understand the experiences of consumers in these areas, to obtain some indications of
the kinds of improvements to their experiences which consumers would value most, and to identify
locations where these improvements would be most welcomed.
This report provides feedback on qualitative research carried out in June 2017 across all four
nations of the UK, which explored the experiences and impact of poor mobile phone network
coverage among residential consumers and Small and Medium Enterprise (SME) consumers of mobile
phones. The research consulted with participants in two types of areas. Participants in ‘Areas of
poor or no coverage’ experience generally poor mobile phone signal coverage at home and/or when
out in surrounding areas to where they live or work. Participants in ‘Areas of good coverage’
experience generally good mobile phone signal coverage at home and/or when out in surrounding
areas to where they live or work.
The principle objective of the research was to establish which coverage issues were the most
problematic for consumers, the impact of each of these issues on affected consumers and the types
of geographical areas and use cases where these issues are most likely to occur.
The research consisted of 18 ninety-minute focus group discussions. Thirteen of the groups were
with participants in areas of poor or no coverage, out of which eight were with residential
consumers and five were with SME consumers. The remaining five groups were with participants in
areas of good coverage, out of which three were with residential consumers (including one group of
Holidaymakers who regularly visit certain National Parks for weekends and holidays) and two were
with SME consumers. Each group typically consisted of between six and eight participants and
contained a mix of men and women, all of whom were mobile phone users with a mix of different
mobile phone network operators (in areas where a choice of network with adequate coverage is
available).

1.2. A note on qualitative analysis
This report is based on the views and experiences of 136 participants, consisting of 92 residential
consumers and 44 Small and Medium Enterprise (SME) consumers of mobile phones. The research
was qualitative in nature and findings included in the report are indicative and are not intended to
be a comprehensive national picture of consumers’ views. References to ‘most’, ‘some’, ‘a few’,
etc. in the report are relative to the size of this sample of participants. Where the views and
experiences of residential consumers and SME consumers differed, we have made this clear,
otherwise references to ‘consumers’ refers to both residential and SME consumers. Where we have
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described ‘many participants’ or ‘some participants’ without specifying which participant group
they are from, the reference is to all types of participants.

1.3. Overview of key findings
Owning a mobile phone is no longer just about phone calls and texts. Instead, it has become a
facilitator of a range of activities and services, more like a personal ‘hub’ and, in its own right, a
source of joy.
In areas of good coverage, consumers were able to fully utilise this functionality, meaning they
could use their phone for a wide range of functions almost wherever and whenever they want. They
valued the phone most for its abilities beyond basic calls and text messages; specifically, providing
connection with loved ones, fun and entertainment, spontaneity/life on the go, information and
planning on the move and the ability to progress life/work ‘admin’ throughout the day when time
becomes available.
In areas of poor coverage, consumers were much more limited in how they are able to use their
phones. Issues with coverage were experienced on a daily basis which means that consumers could
not rely on even basic functionality, namely the ability to make and receive calls and to send and
receive text messages. Often, calls and text messages could not be made or received; calls were
dropped; and text messages or messages on Instant Messaging (IM) platforms, including missed calls
notifications, could take hours or days to be received. Utilising the functionality of their phone
beyond this was largely restricted to occasions and locations where consumers have access to Wi-Fi
(or have travelled to an area of good coverage).
The reported impacts of poor coverage were wide-ranging, as follows:
Social
Poor mobile coverage hindered connectedness, both in terms of contact being made to others and
contact being received. Consumers felt socially excluded in an immediate sense as they miss out on
contact and social plans with loved ones. They also felt excluded from society in the wider sense,
as society increasingly works on the assumption of good connectivity. For example, social media
was described by many participants as an important way of disseminating news, updates and
entertainment about society in general as well as about one’s immediate social circle.
Safety
Mobile phones provide a safety net for consumers by enabling them with the ability to deal with
emergency situations of varying degrees of seriousness, from the inconvenient (for example,
running late) to the life threatening (for example, involvement in a serious accident). Poor
coverage reduced the effectiveness of this safety net, thereby potentially increasing the harm that
consumers were exposed to when an emergency situation arises.
Economic
Consumers in areas of poor or no coverage expressed considerable resentment towards paying the
same amount for their mobile phone services as those in areas of good coverage while receiving a
far inferior level of coverage. In addition, they described being restricted in their choice of mobile
phone provider and/or contract as commonly there was only one viable provider in the area. They
also expressed annoyance at the fact that they were not getting value from the contracts they had;
they were unable to use their data allowance or to fully use their call allowance. This annoyance
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was magnified among those who felt forced to have a landline for making and receiving calls.
Finally, a minority of consumers would have preferred to rely totally on their phone and dispense
with their fixed line broadband contract; their feeling of umbrage that poor coverage forced them
to retain fixed broadband was considerable.
For SME consumers, a lack of connectivity prevented or hampered contact, be it phone calls, emails
or social media interactions, with potential and existing customers and suppliers. Therefore, the
majority of them felt that this creates a loss of potential and actual sales. Some SME consumers
also believed that this damages their credibility as a business, because poor and inconsistent
communications is unprofessional.
Time
Consumers had developed workaround solutions to help them mitigate against the impact of poor
coverage. However, these were often highly inconvenient and time-consuming, as well as
ineffective.

1.3.1.

Priorities for Improvement

For both residential and SME consumers in areas of poor coverage, the first priority is to be able to
rely upon a basic level of connectedness. This is defined as being able to reliably make and receive
phone calls and to send and receive text messages at any time. These functions would be in the
locations where they spend most time; that is at their home/place of work, in the village/town
where they live/work and on the routes which they commonly use in their day-to-day life. For SME
consumers, being able to reliably send and receive emails in key locations is also a priority as this is
a primary method of communication in business.
Taking it a step further, consumers aspire and feel entitled to what is seen as an acceptable level
of connectedness. This is defined as having access to wider functionality (IM, social media, maps,
browsing the web, online banking, etc.), at any time, in the locations where they spend most time.
This would facilitate feelings of immediate and wider social inclusion, give the ability to be more
unplanned and spontaneous and enable life/work ‘admin’ to be completed on the go. For SME
consumers, this would enhance their ability to run an efficient and professional business.
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2. Background, objectives and methodology
2.1. Background to the study
Ofcom's primary duty is to further the interests of consumers and citizens in relation to
communications matters. Part of this duty is to ensure that consumers have access to the
communications services they need, when they need them. One such service is mobile
communication in all its forms: voice, text and internet. At present, some areas of the UK are well
served, with consumers having a choice of network operators they can use and each of which
provides a good level of coverage. However, there are still many areas of the UK that do not
benefit from such good coverage, and often have patchy or no coverage at all.
Ofcom identified locations where coverage is reported to be poor. The requirement from the
research was to understand the experiences of consumers in these areas, to obtain some
indications of the kinds of improvements to their experiences which consumers would value most,
and to identify locations where these improvements would be most welcomed.

2.2. Research objectives
The primary objectives of the research were to establish:
•
•
•

Which coverage issues are most problematic for consumers;
The impact that each type of coverage issue has on affected consumers;
The types of geographical areas where these coverage issues are most likely to occur.

More broadly, this included the need to establish:
•
•
•
•

•

Which mobile services are currently used in each type of geographical area;
Which mobile services consumers experience problems with and where these problems
occur:
Which mobile services that consumers would like to be able to use but are unable to due to
poor mobile coverage;
Which mobile services are considered absolutely essential and which are less essential in
each location type – and thus whether anything less than a complete service may suffice in
areas where it will be difficult and/or more expensive to provide a full range of mobile
services;
What are consumer expectations of service levels in different types of geographical area.

2.3. Methodology
The project was qualitative in approach and was carried out across England, Scotland, Wales and
Northern Ireland between 15 – 29 June 2017. The research consisted of 18 focus group discussions,
where each group lasted 90 minutes and typically contained between six and eight participants.
Thirteen groups were held with participants in ‘Areas of poor or no coverage’, meaning they
experience generally poor mobile phone coverage at home and/or when out in surrounding areas to
where they live. Out of these groups, eight were with residential consumers and five were with SME
consumers. The remaining five groups were held with participants in ‘Areas of good coverage’,
meaning they experience generally good mobile phone coverage at home and/or when out in
surrounding areas to where they live. Out of these groups, three were with residential consumers –
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including one group of Holidaymakers, who are regular visitors to certain National Parks for
weekends and holidays – and two were with SME consumers.

2.3.1.

Overview of participants

Participants were drawn from and grouped, where possible, into more affluent ABC1 and less
affluent C2DE groups. However, the logistics of the project meant that groups were inevitably
weighted to C1C2D audiences, therefore the sample was not truly nationally representative of the
UK. The reason for the ‘weighting’ towards C1C2D groups was the need to be selective with
locations and form focus groups in areas with especially poor mobile phone coverage. This has been
taken into account in our report.
Each group featured a mix of men and women, all of whom were mobile phone users with a mix of
mobile phone network operators (in areas where a choice of network with adequate coverage was
available). Where possible, groups were split along different life stages and household
compositions: younger, pre-family individuals or those with young children (up to 13 years old),
families with older children (13 years old and above, still living at home) and older and post-family
consumers.
All participants travelled in and around their local area (including commuting) on local road
networks, by car or public transport, on a regular basis. Groups in areas of poor or no coverage
consisted of a mix of participants who used local paths/bridleways, recreational areas and beaches,
lakes and rivers on a regular basis.

2.3.2.

Approach to the research

Each participant completed a pre-group diary in which they recorded their experiences of mobile
coverage throughout the week before their focus group. Participants recorded each occasion when
they used or attempted to use their mobile phone, where they were, what they were trying to use
their mobile for, how well this worked (including problems with coverage/signal) and how this
impacted them. The diary also enabled participants to record how frequently they conducted a
range of activities using their phone, how frequently they experienced difficulties carrying out
these activities and the extent to which each of these difficulties impacts them.
In each group, participants were asked to outline their daily mobile phone usage in more detail,
including the types of problems they experience, where these tended to happen and how they
dealt with these issues. Participants then discussed the impact that these issues have on their dayto-day and/or working lives, and shared the coping mechanisms and workarounds they used.
Participants were then shown a schematic map of different types of locations (including A-roads, Broads, C-roads, the local village/town, the neighbouring village/town, etc) and, for each relevant
location type, asked to explain the typical coverage they experience, what services or functions
could and could not be used there, what impact this had on them and if/how this was mitigated.
Participants were then split into smaller groups to complete an exercise about essential mobile
phone services. Each group was given a table with different core services outlined in each column
and different types of locations outlined in each row and twenty plain tokens. They were asked to
imagine that there was no mobile phone service available at all in their local area and they were in
charge of what services they could provide, but they needed to prioritise what these services would
be. Each token they placed in the grid equated to one mobile service in one type of area. After
assigning up to twenty tokens and discussing their rationale with the wider group, each smaller
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group had to reduce the number of tokens down to ten and then down to five, discussing after each
revision their reasons for prioritising these particular locations and services for improvement.

2.3.3.

Map of locations and sample structure

The areas detailed on the map below were the main locations of the research. Typically, two
groups were held per location, with participants from within the same or neighbouring postcodes.
Fig. 1. Map of locations used in the research
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Helmsley
Keswick
Leeds
Guildford
Crianlarich
Inveraray
New Quay
Builth Wells
Carrickfergus
Donemana

The detailed breakdown of the group locations and sample structure is outlined in Table 1.
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Table.1. Detailed breakdown of the research sample
Focus
group

Nation

Location

Good/poor
coverage area

Consumer type

1

England

Helmsley

Poor/none

Residential consumer

2

England

Helmsley

Poor/none

SME consumer

3

England

Keswick

Poor/none

Residential consumer

4

England

Leeds

Good

Residential consumer

5

England

Leeds

Good

SME consumer

6

England

Leeds

Good

Holidaymaker

7

England

Guildford

Good

Residential consumer

8

England

Guildford

Good

SME consumer

9

Scotland

Cranlarich

Poor/none

Residential consumer

10

Scotland

Cranlarich

Poor/none

SME consumer

11

Scotland

Inveraray

Poor/none

Residential consumer

12

Scotland

Inveraray

Poor/none

SME consumer

13

Wales

New Quay

Poor/none

Residential consumer

14

Wales

New Quay

Poor/none

SME consumer

15

Wales

Builth Wells

Poor/none

Residential consumer

16

Northern Ireland

Carrickfergus

Poor/none

Residential consumer

17

Northern Ireland

Donemana

Poor/none

Residential consumer

18

Northern Ireland

Donemana

Poor/none

SME consumer

2.4. Introducing the location types
The use of mobile phones, and related needs, varied by location. Residential and SME consumers
categorised key locations into the following types:
•
•
•

•
•

Home/place of work/holiday home – the house or premises where one lives or is based for
the majority of their time.
The village or town where they live/work/stay – this includes nearby recreational areas
and footpaths.
More major/frequently used roads –the main local ‘arteries’ that are used regularly. These
could be A-roads or B-roads depending on the area (for example, a village where the main
road is a B-road because there are no A-roads around).
Remote areas – this includes more minor roads (for example, C-roads), national parks/trails
and footpaths in remote areas.
Villages/towns on the main roads or in the local area – these could be relatively close or
far away, depending on the rurality of the surrounding area.
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3. The impact of coverage on phone role and usage
3.1. Usage of phone in good and poor coverage areas
Owning a mobile phone is no longer just about phone calls and texts. Instead, it has become a
facilitator of a range of activities and services, more like a personal ‘hub’ and, in its own right, a
source of joy. This can be broken down into three elements, outlined below:
Fig. 2. The elements of using a mobile phone for residential and SME consumers

In areas of good coverage, the typical usage of mobile phones was able to cover all three of these
elements. On a day-to-day basis, mobile phones were often valued most for enabling spontaneity
and fun, notably for avoiding boredom as and when needed and/or enabling the completion of
work/life administration tasks throughout the day to free up time for other, more enjoyable
pursuits. Patchy mobile coverage was sometimes experienced in certain areas and the main area
highlighted as problematic with coverage was when using trains. However, consumers in areas of
good coverage ultimately made use of a wide range of services and features with few problems.
This meant that all three elements were perceived to be equally important to them as they
enabled self-actualisation.
In areas of poor coverage, the typical usage of mobile phones was limited to more essential
purposes i.e. as an insurance/safety net to be contactable in an emergency and for information or
navigation purposes when stuck. Issues with coverage were typically experienced on a daily basis,
which often meant that even the more essential uses of a phone were difficult to fulfil. Phone calls
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were more likely to be made compared with areas of good coverage because this method
guarantees receipt (unlike other forms of communication where there is no guarantee that a
message has been delivered successfully). Consequently, there was considerable resentment from
both residential and SME consumers in these areas about having an inferior service, in particular
towards the fact that they pay the same for their mobile phone services as people in areas of good
coverage. This meant that self-actualisation was beyond reach for them.

3.1.1.

Differences in expectations of and relationship with phone

The availability and enjoyment of good coverage has led to higher expectations of mobile phones.
Participants in areas of good coverage were able to use and enjoy a wide range of functions on
their phone almost whenever they needed to. Subsequently, they expected these functions to be
available in the majority of places they were. Therefore, participants in areas of good coverage
struggled to imagine life without having these functions available, let alone when and where they
want:
“My phone is part of me – it’s like my third arm! It’s always on me, it’s just always there for me
when I need. I use it to do so much, it’s amazing.”
- Female, England, Area of good coverage, Residential consumer
In contrast, participants in areas of poor or no coverage tended to lack a strong emotional
relationship with their phones, which they regarded more as a source of frustration than of joy. In
their daily lives, some services and functions could not be used and enjoyed at all, while others
could be used but when and where was unpredictable. Therefore, they usually had minimal
expectations of their phones because poor mobile coverage meant that phones could not be relied
upon for even essential purposes, making them an unreliable safety net:
“It’s called a mobile phone. But it’s barely a ‘phone’ and it’s barely ‘mobile’!”
– Male, Northern Ireland, Area of poor or no coverage, Residential consumer
These feelings were compounded by the fact that most participants in areas of poor or no coverage
had temporarily experienced more complex functionality (i.e. beyond phone calls and text
messages) when in areas of consistent, good coverage. Subsequently, some residential and SME
consumers felt some sense of social exclusion and that where they live and work was overlooked by
wider society.

3.2. Potential issues created by poor coverage
Potential issues created by poor coverage were wide ranging in nature; the impacts were social,
economic, technological, safety-related and time-related, as detailed below:
Social issues
Poor coverage created both immediate and wider social issues, particularly for residential
consumers. A lack of (reliable, consistent) mobile coverage hindered connectivity, both in terms of
contact being made to others and contact being received. Therefore, many participants expressed
feeling socially excluded in an immediate sense as they missed out on contact and social plans with
loved ones, particularly spontaneous contact. For example, some participants described how they
were unable to get in touch with loved ones when they wanted to. Other participants explained
that they missed out on social gatherings because they were unable to participate the plans as they
were being made or they did not receive any details of the plans on time.
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This sense of social exclusion was also expressed in a wider sense, as participants frequently
described missing out on being connected with society in general particularly as society increasingly
works on the assumption that good connectivity is everywhere. For example, social media was
described by many participants as an important way of disseminating news, updates and
entertainment about society in general as well as about one’s immediate social circle. Therefore,
poor coverage created issues around wider social exclusion, as consumers in these areas could not
feel or be connected to society when and where they want to be.
Economic issues
On an individual level, poor coverage created a perception of economic unfairness because mobile
phone users in these areas paid the same amount for their mobile phone services as those in areas
of good coverage but for a far inferior level of coverage. In addition, workarounds to improve
coverage which they are forced to get come at a cost, for example a fixed landline and internet at
home/work premises, which made them further out of pocket. For SME consumers, a lack of
connectivity prevented or hampered contact, be it phone calls, emails or social media interactions,
with potential and existing customers and suppliers. Therefore, the majority of them felt that this
creates a loss of potential and actual sales. Some SME consumers also believed that this damaged
their credibility as a business, because poor and inconsistent communications is unprofessional.
On a broader, longer-term level, poor coverage also created potential issues with the economic
development and growth of the areas. The vast majority of residential and SME consumers
acknowledged the increasing reliance of society on mobile phones for a range of social, economic
and cultural needs and, subsequently, the growth in expectations that good phone coverage is
available everywhere. Therefore, a small majority of those living in the areas of poor or no
coverage expressed concerns that continuing to have poor coverage would risk the gradual
depopulation of these areas. In particular they feared that the younger generations will leave so
their social and economic potential will not be hampered in the long-term, while people will be
unlikely to move into an area having previously enjoyed good coverage.
In addition, some participants expressed concern that poor coverage could risk a decline in tourism
in their local area. Several of the areas of poor or no coverage visited are popular tourist locations,
with local economies that are heavily reliant on a steady influx of visitors to survive. Many
participants described how new tourists were frequently surprised by the lack of good coverage,
having assumed it to be available. Therefore, some participants, particularly SME consumers,
feared that, in such a competitive environment, poor coverage may be enough to put tourists off
from visiting at all (if they are aware in advance of a lack of coverage) or from visiting again
(having experienced the lack of coverage).
Safety issues
The vast majority of residential and SME consumers regarded their phone as a crucial safety net
that enabled them to deal with emergency situations of varying degrees of seriousness, from the
inconvenient (for example, running late) to the life-threatening (for example involvement in a
serious accident). Although incidents of actual serious harm caused by poor coverage were rarely
reported in the areas of poor or no coverage, the main concern was that poor coverage in difficult
or life-threatening situations would prevent calls to emergency services or to loved ones from
getting through, which could cause serious safety issues. Some participants described how this lack
of connectivity caused safety issues on a more regular basis. Specifically, it prevented ‘panic’ calls
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from loved ones from being made or received, which in turn increased anxiety as well as the
likelihood of safety issues:
“After work my mum likes me to check in with her to see how my day has gone and vice versa. If
she doesn’t hear from me she panics, but because there often isn’t any phone signal it’s actually
quicker for me to walk to her house to see her than attempt to make a call.”
- Male, Wales, Area of poor or no coverage, Residential consumer
Technology issues
In areas of poor coverage, consumers described being restricted in their choice of mobile phone
provider as there was often a lack of choice of providers with adequate coverage; commonly there
was only one viable provider available. This was intrinsically seen as unfair by the majority of those
who live and work in these areas because they believed that this gives providers little incentive to
improve their services. This was exacerbated by the feeling that there was also a limited choice of
phone contracts and tariffs to choose from. In particular, many tariffs include high amounts of
data, which could not be maximised because data connectivity requires consistent and reliable
coverage. Ultimately, both residential and SME consumers believed that they were unable to get
full value from their phone because poor coverage restricts what capabilities they could use and
the latest smartphones focus on data-heavy functions.
Time-related issues
Both residential and SME consumers had developed some workaround solutions to help them
mitigate against the impact of poor coverage (which are covered later on in this report). However,
these were often highly inconvenient and time-consuming, as well as ineffective. Residential
consumers felt that workarounds wasted time which could be better spent, particularly by spending
time with loved ones. For SME consumers, having to conduct workarounds meant less time could be
spent on their businesses and, subsequently, caused a loss of potential and/or actual income.

3.3. Demographic differences in issues caused by poor coverage
The impact of poor mobile phone coverage was broadly similar across key demographics:
Gender
There was little difference in issues identified by gender. However, there were more mentions of
the impact on childcare arrangements by female participants.
Age
Younger participants were more likely to want to use IM services than texts than older consumers.
They were also more likely to not have – or not want to have – a fixed telephone line than older
consumers.
Socio-economic group (SEG)
Lower SEG participants were more likely to feel an economic impact from experiencing issues with
mobile phone coverage. For example, having to pay for a fixed telephone line or for signal boosters
caused an economic impact or they were unable to pay for these because the economic impact
would be too great.
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Nation
Although there was little difference overall in issues identified, many participants outside of
southern England perceived a gap in mobile phone coverage between themselves and “London”
and/or urban areas.

4. Experiences of using core phone services in areas of
poor coverage
This research uncovered a variety of services which participants want and need to use their mobile
phones for. These can be categorised into several core phone services, each with varying
experiences and workarounds for residential and SME consumers living in poor coverage areas.

4.1. Core phone services in detail
4.1.1.

Contactability

The importance of contactability
For the vast majority of consumers, the ability to remain contactable is the fundamental reason
why a mobile phone is acquired in the first place. It is equally important that people can reach the
phone user and that the phone user can reach others, wherever they are. For residential
consumers, phone calls remained an essential feature because the two-way nature of the
communication meant that receipt of message is guaranteed, although text messages and IM
services often replaced calls. Contactability is also essential for making and changing plans
spontaneously, especially when on the move. For both residential consumers and holidaymakers
(especially in unfamiliar areas), this related to feeling and being socially included with friends,
family and loved ones. For SME consumers (and for holidaymakers who may need to keep on top of
their work whilst away), phone calls and emails were often the main way of keeping in touch with
clients, customers, suppliers and/or staff, especially when outside of office hours or away from
their main premises. Therefore, contactability was a crucial way of maintaining business and
preventing missed sales, as well as upholding a consistently professional image.
Current experiences in areas of poor coverage
Participants in areas of poor or no coverage reported experiencing phone signal which is poor (for
example, too weak to travel through thick walls or built up areas), patchy (for example, has gaps
within the main village or town), inconsistent (for example, it is unavailable where it used to be
several minutes, days or weeks ago) and unreliable (for example, it is impacted by poor weather).
This means that calls and text messages often could not be made or received, that calls were
dropped and that text or IM messages, including missed call notifications, could take hours or days
to be received or sent.
These issues were experienced across all types of location. If more than one mobile network
operator was available in a particular area then there could be variability between them in terms
of specific locations where issues are experienced, as their masts were sometimes in different
locations.
“My daughter texted us to let us know she would be late – it didn’t arrive for two days!”
– Male, Scotland, Area of poor or no coverage, Residential consumer
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“Either my wife or I have to be at the B&B at all times – as if a customer calls and they don’t get
you right away, they move onto the next B&B. So, we are bit imprisoned and can’t really go to
places together.”
– Male, Scotland, Area of poor or no coverage, SME consumer
“I had a tourist in my shop who was interested in buying something and wanted to get her
partner’s opinion. She tried to ring him to get him to come by the shop but the call kept dropping
out. She went out to go get him but never returned.”
– Female, Wales, Area of poor or no coverage, SME consumer
Workarounds and their effectiveness
The main workarounds for contactability described by participants included the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leave phone in a place where signal is known to be stronger/more reliable
Use signal boosters or apps that help calls to get through
Tell other person to IM/email rather than call and that they will answer when they can
Rely on local contacts – for example, call someone known to be near the other person so
they can give them a message
Use a landline to make or receive calls
Go to particular location known to have better signal when want to make a call/are
expecting a call
Plan time and/or journeys to be in place of better signal when a call is expected or a call
needs to be made
Restart phone or switch it in and out of airplane mode

However, no workarounds that participants described were particularly effective. All were deemed
to be highly inconvenient and time-wasting, particularly as they undermined the mobility and
spontaneity behind using a mobile phone. In addition, having to leave a phone in a certain place or
restart a phone rendered the phone unusable for other functions, namely life admin and
entertainment.
“I run a boat trip company and legally have to report how many passengers are on each boat
before I can set off – but it can take ages to get a call through to the office, which often delays
the trips. I just have to keep trying and trying, usually whilst moving around a bit on the dock.”
– Male, Wales, Area of poor or no coverage, SME consumer
“I leave the phone on the windowsill as the signal tends to be better there, but even then calls
don’t get through.”
– Female, Scotland, Area of poor or no coverage, Residential consumer
“I was due to meet a friend and there was a last-minute change in plans. I tried to call him on his
mobile but it wouldn’t get through. I knew he was in the pub in the centre of the village so I
called their landline so the staff could let him know.”
- Male, England, Area of poor or no coverage, Residential consumer

4.1.2.

Security

The importance of security
The security which a mobile phone provides links to contactability. However, it is more specifically
to do with having a safety net that may actually never need to be used. Participants often linked
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this to being in emergency, life-threatening and/or vulnerable scenarios. Nonetheless, security was
cited as a crucial emotional and practical role for a mobile phone, as having one gives reassurance
to its owner that they could always access assistance, or they could be accessed by those needing
assistance, if ever needed.
Current experiences in areas of poor coverage
For participants in areas of poor or no coverage, the problems with security provision became
magnified when thinking about an emergency or crisis situation. The daily problems with
contactability which they experience contribute to an underlying feeling that phones cannot be
relied upon to help deal with such situations if something did happen. There were few actual
examples of severe or fatal harm reported, but the prospect of ‘what if’ was a source of anxiety for
many participants. For example, they feared the impact if they or a loved one had an accident,
became ill or stranded somewhere or a situation arose where urgent contact is immediately
required.
As with contactability, these issues were experienced across all types of location. If more than one
mobile network operator was available in a particular area then there could be variability between
them in terms of specific locations where issues are experienced, as their masts were sometimes in
different locations.
“My daughter had an accident on a school trip and had to be airlifted out – the school couldn’t get
hold of us to let us know.”
– Details withheld to protect identity, Area of poor or no coverage, Residential consumer
“I run horse riding trips with people in a nearby remote area. There’s no signal on my route, which
isn’t great if there is an accident involving a rider or a horse.”
– Details withheld to protect identity, Area of poor or no coverage, SME consumer
Workarounds and their effectiveness
The main workarounds for security described by participants included the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Wait for someone to pass by and stop to help – for example, if stuck by the side of the road
Borrow someone else’s phone to send an urgent call or message
Go to an area with solid signal and/or with access to a landline – either if “in trouble”
personally or if helping someone else in which case this person will have to be left
‘Piggy-back’ on another network’s signal to call emergency services
If helping someone else, take a detour to physically check up on them

None of these workarounds were satisfactory to participants, as all were perceived to increase
potential harm to themselves or to others. In particular, the workarounds were deemed timeconsuming which could be further increase potential damage, especially in an emergency scenario
where a person’s condition could deteriorate during any delay. In addition, some workarounds were
deemed to increase personal vulnerability, especially those which involve having to rely on
strangers or having to travel to a different area if it is dark or remote.
“I broke down and had to wait by the side of the road for someone to stop and help – in the end I
didn’t wait too long – but I couldn’t let my husband know and he was worried.”
– Female, Scotland, Area of poor or no coverage, Residential consumer
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“I needed to call the doctor but had to do so from outside as I couldn’t get signal indoors… and
then I had to wait outside for them to call me back.”
– Female, England, Area of poor or no coverage, Residential consumer
“My brother was ill and stuck at home. I was out in the village and wanted to check up on him but
I couldn’t get through on the phone, so I had to wait until I was at home to use my landline.”
– Male, Northern Ireland, Area of poor or no coverage, Residential consumer

4.1.3.

Navigation

The importance of navigation
Navigation is an increasingly vital mobile phone service, specifically maps which show the optimal
route between locations with real time updates. Most participants believed that this is particularly
important when driving or travelling in unfamiliar and/or more remote locations or when a problem
is encountered on a usual route and an alternative is needed. For SME consumers who are more
mobile, navigational tools were often an essential service because these requirements are more
frequent. Notably, holidaymakers who are new to an area frequently assumed that they would be
able to use maps on their phone to find attractions, routes, etc, once they had arrived.
Current experiences in areas of poor coverage
The ability to use maps via a mobile phone properly is reliant on being able to access data services.
Therefore, poor coverage limited the ability to be flexible and/or spontaneous that navigational
needs often require, namely the ability to change route or plot a new route when out and about.
Often, routes were planned from a location where Wi-Fi access is guaranteed because poor
coverage makes it either too difficult or impossible to download a route at a start point using the
mobile network. In turn, this reduced personal efficiency as it caused delays and/or changes to
journeys.
These issues were more strongly experienced on roads (both major and minor) as well as anywhere
unfamiliar. For example, holidaymakers visiting an unfamiliar area, SME consumers having to travel
to new areas to see clients or customers and residential consumers on occasional visits to a nearby
village or town.
“I was driving to a job and hit traffic. I wanted to look up an alternative route but Google Maps
wouldn’t load – in the end I was 45 minutes late.”
– Male, England, Area of poor or no coverage, SME consumer
“A friend was coming to stay with me and didn’t know the area. I was on the phone to her trying
to give her directions for where I was but the signal kept dropping out.”
– Female, England, Area of poor or no coverage, Residential consumer
“There’s a Facebook page about a particular A-road in the area, which is the main route out of the
village, that alerts people to problems, which can be frequent. But I can’t always access it when
actually out so can be unaware of those problems in advance. It means having to wait or take long
detours.”
– Male, Scotland, Area of poor or no coverage, Residential consumer
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Workarounds and their effectiveness
The main workarounds for navigation described by participants included the following:
•
•
•

Ask the nearest house/business/passer-by for directions
Plan journey to an unfamiliar area in advance - Download maps or print off essential
information (e.g. maps, locations of places of interest) before setting off
Detour to a known location with public Wi-Fi access

All of these workarounds were deemed inconvenient and/or time wasting, especially if under time
constraints to get to an end location. For travelling on the roads, the key workaround of arranging a
map ahead of a trip is ineffective if there are last-minute changes impacting the route, for example
road closures, accidents or traffic, or if there is poor mobile coverage at the start point. Many of
the workarounds were felt to be frustrating as they rely on being of a more organised persuasion
and remembering to act ahead of a journey. In particular, many holidaymakers believed that a
holiday should involve spontaneous journeys and unplanned enjoyment that requires little thought,
rather than the need to plan ahead.
“I couldn’t get the route to the address I need to visit to load up and so I had to drive to a nearby
house, get the directions and try to keep them in my memory.”
– Male, Northern Ireland, Area of poor or no coverage, Residential consumer
“Very often we get tourists arriving and they expect to be able to use their phone to find their
way around and discover they can’t… so they ask us.”
– Female, Scotland, Area of poor or no coverage, SME consumer

4.1.4.

Information on the go

The importance of information on the go
The ability to use mobile phones to look up information while being on the go has become a core
part of 21st Century life, particularly for the younger generations, as it enables spontaneity, lastminute planning and the ability to be as responsive and reactive as possible. For residential
consumers, phones were a window to a huge variety of informational needs throughout the day,
from finding places to visit and checking opening times or reviews to seeking out prices and deals
and sourcing advice. This functionality was useful in a narrower, more urgent sense for
holidaymakers, who increasingly depended on their phone for looking up potential events or trips,
places to visit and useful phone numbers.
SME consumers sought out information in order to be professional and efficient when out and
about, especially mobile businesses who needed to reference online materials as part of their role.
For example, they could quickly look up manuals or company materials, check stock levels or
pricing or conduct research on a supplier or client.
Current experiences in areas of poor coverage
The ability to access information on the go relies on being able to readily and consistently access
data services as when needs emerge, making it a particularly unplanned or spontaneous need.
However, poor coverage made it impossible for the majority of consumers in these areas to rely on
being able to do this. This was made all the more frustrating because many of them had visited
areas of good coverage where it is possible and, subsequently, experienced how convenient and
time-efficient it was to use their phone for accessing information.
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Issues with accessing information on the go were experienced across all types of location, although
there was a slight tendency to require information when within or close to a village or town. If
more than one mobile network operator was available in a particular area then there could be
variability between them in terms of specific locations where issues are experienced, as their masts
were sometimes in different locations.
“I was in a cycle shop and I wanted to browse the online retailers to compare prices on the thing I
wanted to buy. But there was no signal so I had to abandon the price check.”
–
Male, England, Area of poor or no coverage, Residential consumer
“I was at football and wanted to download a bus timetable to see when I could get a bus back but I
couldn’t connect to the internet.”
– Male, Wales, Area of poor or no coverage, Residential consumer
Workarounds and their effectiveness
The main workarounds for accessing information on the go described by participants included the
following:
•
•
•
•

Ask a companion/passer-by to use their phone to check information
Move away from current location to try and find a (stronger) signal – be it a known area
nearby or heading somewhere else out of hope
Anticipate and get the information that may be needed while at home/fixed location with
Wi-Fi before setting off
Connect to publicly available Wi-Fi – for example, in local pubs, cafes and leisure facilities

Many of these workarounds were reported as being inconvenient and, crucially, not always possible;
stronger signal or publicly accessible Wi-Fi may not always be nearby when needed. In addition,
some SME consumers expressed concerns that to rely on strangers or small businesses for signal or
internet access looks unprofessional, while some residential consumers felt similarly uncomfortable
at relying on Wi-Fi access in public venues because it may seem rude to use it without paying for
something. Some of the workarounds were also time-consuming, which made them ineffective if
seeking time-sensitive, urgent information.
“I was trying to fix a fault in a piece of equipment at a client’s premises and needed to download
the manual. It was impossible so I had to leave and come back another day when I’d been able to
download the manual.”
– Male, Northern Ireland, Area of poor or no coverage, SME consumer
“I was on a walking holiday with my family and wanted to find a local pub to eat in, so needed to
use the internet to find options and check for menus, pricing and opening hours. There was no
service so we had to wander.”
- Female, England, Area of good coverage, Holidaymaker

4.1.5.

Social inclusion

The importance of social inclusion
Mobile phones have a crucial role in connecting people with their immediate circle of friends and
loved ones. Group chats on IM or social media, as well as more traditional calls and text messaging,
enable people to keep up with their peers and share their own experiences, as well as ensure
inclusion in social plans (especially last-minute ones). For holidaymakers who still value
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connectivity with loved ones, it was important to be able to use a phone to keep ‘in the loop’ with
them while being away as well as to update them on one’s own life. SME consumers increasingly
valued their phone as a way of building business connections through social networks, especially
LinkedIn and Twitter. For all participants, their phone provided an increasingly vital way of being
included in wider society through updates on popular culture, sports or news.
Current experiences in areas of poor coverage
Social media and IM rely heavily on data services, which meant that participation in these channels
was often forcibly limited to certain areas and times of day, when at home or somewhere with WiFi access. This made it particularly difficult for consumers to enjoy the benefits of ‘live’
communication and prevented them from being able to take part in things ‘in the moment’ when
they happen. In the shorter-term this created ongoing feelings of missing out on social plans and
conversations. For some consumers, this had a strong impact on one’s immediate and wider social
networks in the longer-term.
This issue was particularly strong in the local village or town where mobile users lived (residential
consumers), stayed (holidaymakers) or worked predominantly in or around (SME consumers), as well
as in surrounding villages and towns and, occasionally, on more major roads.
“I was out and about and missed a Snapchat group chat about a last-minute arrangement to meet
up later that day – I would have been free to join in if the messages had come through when they
were sent.”
– Male, Wales, Area of poor or no coverage, Residential consumer
“It was my birthday – people were calling me and texting me and posting stuff on Facebook, but I
missed it all because I was out and about and had no coverage.”
– Female, Wales, Area of poor or no coverage, Residential consumer
“My friends use Facebook and WhatsApp a lot to plan things and recently there were plans made
to play some tennis. But my phone couldn’t connect so I couldn’t see the plans develop and
contribute to them.”
– Female, England, Area of poor or no coverage, Residential consumer
Workarounds and their effectiveness
The main workarounds for ensuring social inclusion described by participants included the
following:
•

Wait until can connect to a known personal source of Wi-Fi – either at home or in work
premises

•

Connect to publicly available Wi-Fi – for example in local pubs, cafes and leisure facilities

Using Wi-Fi was seen as ‘better than nothing’ and was effective if access is guaranteed. However, it
was deemed out of step with those who have good coverage and, in turn, are constantly connected
to both their immediate and wider social circles. In addition, it was an inconvenient workaround
because it was not always possible to find Wi-Fi access at the moment of needing it. This meant
that consumers regularly missed out on any developing news and moments and ultimately remained
‘out of the loop’ by the time Wi-Fi had been found. As with when seeking information on-the-go,
some residential consumers felt uncomfortable at relying on Wi-Fi access in public venues as it may
seem rude to use it without paying for something.
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“I wanted to reply to messages on Facebook Messenger from friends living abroad, but the signal
was patchy so the connectivity kept dropping out. I had to wait until I was at home, by which time
they weren’t online anymore.”
– Male, England, Area of poor or no coverage, Residential consumer
“You just end up getting loads of social media notifications and alerts all in one go when you
connect to Wi-Fi in the café or shop or wherever. You do end up doing a lot of browsing and
messaging on Facebook when you hit these spots, though it can become awkward to be there for
too long so you try and move onto another spot.”
– Male, Northern Ireland, Area of poor or no coverage, Residential consumer
“Not so long ago, people started hanging out in the alley by the Barclay’s bank on the high street.
At first it was a bit mysterious and then you realised it’s because that alley suddenly got good
open Wi-Fi. Now, a lot of us tend to head to what everyone calls “Barclay’s alley” on our lunch
break to have a check of Facebook and get news.”
– Female, Wales, Area of poor or no coverage, Residential consumer

4.1.6.

Work/life administration

The importance of work/life administration
Work/life administration depends on the ability to make the most out of spare time or moments of
downtime throughout the day. Therefore, phones are crucial for progressing things whilst out and
about, as and when they are thought or and/or need to be done. For both residential and SME
consumers, this commonly involved dealing with essential services, for example banking and paying
bills, making or changing appointments and shopping online. It was also an increasingly essential
part of business operations to be as responsive as possible, including out of hours, in order to
remain competitive. Some businesses also required staff to complete sales information or customer
relationship management (CRM) records online. This meant that phones were invaluable for helping
SME consumers, as well as holidaymakers who wanted to continue working while away, to keep on
top of calls, emails and record-keeping.
Current experiences in areas of poor coverage
Poor mobile coverage forced phone users to delay their tasks and wait until they had access to
consistent mobile network coverage or Wi-Fi in order to complete life/work administration. Often
they had to complete things at home ‘out of hours’; both residential and SME consumers felt
resentful as they knew they could have used their ‘down time’ over the course of their day for such
tasks and completed them at a much quicker pace overall.
This issue was particularly strong in the local village or town where mobile users lived (residential
consumers), stayed (holidaymakers) or worked predominantly in or around (SME consumers), as well
as in surrounding villages and towns and on more major roads.
“I was trying to use the eBay app while I was out and about as I was bidding in an auction for
something. I couldn’t get it to load so I lost the auction.”
– Female, Wales, Area of poor or no coverage, Residential consumer
“I regularly have waiting time in my vehicle between my different site visits which would be great
to use to keep on top of my work emails, but I can never guarantee being able to do so. Usually I
just get the circle that says a page is loading so I can’t send or receive them.”
– Female, England, Area of poor or no coverage, SME consumer
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Workarounds and their effectiveness
The main workarounds for completing work/life administration described by participants included
the following:
•

Wait until can connect to a known personal source of Wi-Fi – either at home or in work
premises

•

Connect to publicly available Wi-Fi – for example in local pubs, cafes and leisure facilities

Using Wi-Fi was moderately effective if access was guaranteed and networks were secure to
protect sensitive information. However, doing so was an inefficient use of time because seeking out
Wi-Fi access could consume precious free time which could be better spent on the tasks in hand,
plus tasks were much slower to complete. At worst, tasks were forcibly postponed until another
time when in another location with guaranteed internet access.
For SME consumers, relying on Wi-Fi connectivity significantly extended their working hours
because they had to wait to respond to emails, send/receive messages, book appointments, etc,
when at home or in their fixed premises. Therefore, these workarounds did not enable the
enhanced work-life balance which comes with being able to do things whenever and wherever
desired, because spare time throughout one’s day could not be maximised.
“I wanted to be able to download some invoices while I was out – couldn’t do it so I had to go back
to the office and review them there.”
– Male, Scotland, Area of poor or no coverage, SME consumer
“I wanted to check my bank balance when I was out in the village but I couldn’t do it. So, I had to
head to the branch.”
– Female, Wales, Area of poor or no coverage, Residential consumer

4.1.7.

Entertainment

The importance of entertainment
Mobile phones are a key source of entertainment as well as a way of spending downtime and
‘killing’ boredom, for example, using social media, streaming music or videos and sharing audiovisual content. These uses were felt to be particularly important on long journeys, be it for
children to keep entertained or for SME owners on business trips. This has gradually created a role
for phones as a constant fun companion, which in turn elicited strong emotional connections.
Current experiences in areas of poor coverage
Using their phone as a source of entertainment and fun in this way was out of reach for the
residential and SME consumers who were in areas of poor or no coverage. The vast majority of them
were fully aware of the potential of their phones as a source of fun and entertainment and used
them as such when at home when coverage allowed. However, the ability to do so when out and
about with their phone was beyond the scope of what was currently possible and so was rarely
attempted.
“Streaming music or videos or whatever – you can’t even begin to consider that.”
– Female, Scotland, Area of poor or no coverage, Residential consumer
“You can do that in Belfast, but you can’t even think of doing it here.”
– Female, Northern Ireland, Area of poor or no coverage, Residential consumer
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Workarounds and their effectiveness
The main workarounds for entertainment described by participants included the following:
•

Download media content (for example videos, films and music) in advance of a planned
journey or social gathering.

•

Wait until can connect to a known personal source of Wi-Fi to share content – either at
home or in work premises

Although these are effective workarounds for streaming and sharing content, they depend on being
of a more organised persuasion and were ineffective for spontaneous requirements.
“I’ve just uninstalled all of my video streaming apps – there’s no point in having them as you can’t
use them properly around here. You can barely get a programme to start up, let alone watch any
of it.”
– Male, Wales, Area of poor or no coverage, Residential consumer
“I stick to watching programmes on catch-up when I’m at home in an evening and I download my
music on Spotify to listen to offline on the bus to and from work, because it just says it can’t
connect to the internet if I rely on my data signal.”
– Female, England, Area of poor or no coverage, Residential consumer

4.1.8.

Sales and marketing (SME consumers only)

The importance of sales and marketing
Many SMEs are required to compete with larger and/or non-rural businesses and, subsequently,
need to offer similar service levels in order to acquire and retain custom. This is done chiefly
through receiving and responding to calls and emails at any time, both during and outside of their
business working hours. However, many SME consumers described how they were increasingly
turning to less traditional platforms to receive queries, conduct sales and market their business,
meaning company websites and dedicated social media pages must be carefully and constantly
managed too.
Current experiences in areas of poor coverage
SME consumers could not rely on being able to use their mobile phones for sales and marketing
purposes in areas of poor coverage, mainly because receiving and sending communications (be it
calls, emails or media uploads to social media) could not be guaranteed, let alone completed as
and when desired. Consequently, many SME consumers felt frustrated because this regularly
impacted on their ability to serve clients, risked making them look unprofessional and meant that
potential and actual sales were frequently lost.
“Facebook is a huge potential marketing tool for us, but we just can’t make the most of it. What’s
the point if you can’t respond to messages on our business page as soon as they are posted? It’s
just a page with our opening hours, which isn’t exciting.”
– Female, England, Area of poor or no coverage, SME consumer
“I dread to think how much potential business I’ve lost by not being able to answer people’s
questions on social media. They’re mostly tourists in the area for a short amount of time, they
aren’t going to hang around for an answer.”
– Male, Scotland, Area of poor or no coverage, SME consumer
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Workarounds and their effectiveness
The main workaround for sales and marketing described by participants from SMEs was to wait until
can connect to a known personal source of Wi-Fi to share content, usually at home or in work
premises. However, this was believed to be time-wasting because efforts could be better spent
creating business. Crucially, it was ultimately ineffective because the ability to respond to and
interact with others proactively was reduced.
“I’d love to be able to upload pictures of our latest stock or run competitions on social media, but
I can’t do it properly as I have to wait until specific times of day when I’m on Wi-Fi.”
– Female, Wales, Area of poor or no coverage, SME consumer

5. Prioritisation of services: essential versus nice-tohave
5.1. Levels of mobile phone coverage
Participants in both areas of good and poor or no coverage identified three levels at which mobile
phone coverage is perceived to work by participants: Basic, Enhanced and Optimal.
Fig. 3. Levels of mobile phone coverage as identified by research participants

These levels were identified through one of the exercises that participants completed within the
groups, about essential mobile phone services. Participants were split into smaller groups and each
group was given a table, with different core services outlined in each row, and twenty plain tokens.
They were asked to imagine that there was no mobile phone service available at all in their local
area and that they were in charge of what services they could provide, but they needed to
prioritise what these would be. Each token they placed in the table equated to one mobile service
in one type of area. After assigning up to twenty tokens and discussing their rationale with the
wider group, each smaller group had to reduce the number of tokens down to ten and then down to
five, discussing after each revision their reasons for prioritising these particular locations and
services for improvement.
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Outlined below are what consumers described as being included within Optimal, Enhanced and
Basic levels of service. Each level has a table illustrating the average results from the exercise, for
residential consumers, SME consumers and holiday makers.

5.1.1.

Optimal coverage

At the Optimal level, consumers are able to use their mobile phones for all services/functions
across all areas except remote locations. Consumers are still able to make and receive calls and
texts, as well as being able to use maps. On the whole, participants in areas of good coverage were
currently experiencing this level of coverage.
Table 2. What Optimal coverage includes as identified by research participants

5.1.2.

Enhanced coverage

At the Enhanced level, consumers are able to remain connected across all the areas they regularly
spend time in. This means that they are able to utilise the majority of the services and functions
available on their phone for most of the time. Again, remote locations are the exception and here
consumers can make and receive calls and texts as well as use maps.
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Table 3. What Enhanced coverage includes as identified by research participants

5.1.3.

Basic coverage

At the Basic level, consumers are able to make and receive calls across all locations with the
exception of remote areas, as well as send and receive texts messages in the locations they spend
most time in. These are their home or place of work, the town or village where they stay or work
and other key locations where they spend time. A degree of internet access is also included in the
Basic level for SMEs and Holidaymakers. This level of coverage enables a basic level of
connectedness and provides some ability to deal with issues that arise when consumers are out and
about.
Table 4. What Basic coverage includes as identified by research participants

The Basic level was believed to be the minimum level of service that could be regarded as
adequate at all. Currently, participants in areas of poor or no coverage mostly receive a level of
coverage which does not reliably deliver at the Basic level, because the network signal can be
constantly patchy, intermittent and inconsistent, thereby preventing inbound and outbound
contact. For These participants aspired to receive a level of coverage at the Enhanced level; the
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prevalent view was that they were entitled to this level of coverage given that they pay the same
for their contract as consumers in areas of good coverage.

5.2. Priorities for Improvement
5.2.1.

Residential Consumers

When forced to choose the absolute bare essentials in terms of mobile phone services and the
location types in which to have them, residential consumers focus on basic contactability in major
places, i.e. the ability to make and receive calls and texts at home, in their town/village,
surrounding villages and key roads, as reflected in Table 4 above. This focus did not differ for the
residential consumer groups in areas of good coverage, although these participants accepted that
this would shift their phone from a being a major source of social and personal enjoyment and life
enhancement to being a more utilitarian device.

5.2.2.

SMEs

When forced to choose the absolute bare essentials in terms of mobile phone services and the
location types in which to have them, SME consumers also focused on having basic contactability.
However, this would be available in a wider range of places and would also include the ability to
use emails. Some of the participants who were SME consumers were static, i.e. based in fixed
premises, and some were mobile, i.e. not/rarely based in a fixed location and/or travelled around
regularly. Therefore, the prioritisations outlined in Table 4 particularly reflect more mobile SMEs,
who prioritise the ability to access the internet when out and about meeting customers and
suppliers.
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A. Appendix
Pre-task diary
The following pre-task diary was completed by participants the week prior to their attendance at
the focus groups:
Introduction
We are trying to understand mobile coverage in your area – what works well and any issues you may
experience as a result of the coverage being poor. We are also interested in understanding what
impact any experiences of poor mobile coverage have on your daily lives.
There are two exercises we would like you to complete over the course of the week before
attending the research session:
a) Mobile Usage and Poor Coverage Daily Diary
Please complete this diary for each day of the week – please remember to complete it at the end of
each day as it is really important that we get a truly accurate record of mobile coverage in your
area and how, if at all, this impacts you in order to be able to feed back the true picture to the
media and telecoms regulator, Ofcom.
The diary only requires you to list out any poor experiences you have when using your mobile –
poor experiences are classed as you trying to use your phone and the coverage being poor and/or
occasions when it would have been useful to use your phone but you didn’t bother as you know
signal is poor.
b) A short survey around the coverage you typically experience locally
This can be completed at any point in advance of coming along to the research session. Please send
the diary and survey back in advance of coming along to the research session - you will be told the
dates for completing the diary and when this needs to be sent back by.
Thank you very much for your help on this important piece of research.
Daily diary (N.B. complete a new diary for each day of the week
Date: _________________
Location where using/attempting to use
mobile (e.g. at home, in village/town
centre, local footpaths, road name) please include places where you ideally
needed to use your phone but were unable
to because you know signal is poor

What trying to use
mobile for (e.g.
make a call, send a
text, instant
message, Google
Maps, internet)

What
problems did
you
experience?

How did this impact
you? I.e. what was the
impact of you not
being able to use your
phone as you would
have liked?
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Short survey
1) How frequently do you typically conduct each of the following activities using your mobile
phone? TICK ONE BOX FOR EACH ACTIVITY (I.E. ONE BOX PER ROW)
Several
times a
day

Every
day

Several
times a
week

At least
once a
week

At least
once a
month

Less
than
once a
month

Never

Don’t
know

Make or receive calls
Send or receive text messages
Send / receive messages with
pictures/ images/video clips
Send or receive emails
Use IM/ Instant Messaging (e.g.
BBM, Apple iMessage,
WhatsApp, Facebook
messenger, Snapchat)
Make voice calls using a VoIP
service e.g. Viber, Skype, BT
Smart Call
Make video calls e.g. via
Facetime, Skype
General browsing/ surfing the
internet
Download apps or programs
directly to your phone
Play live games
Use maps/navigation (e.g.
Google Maps)
Download music, podcasts or
video content to listen/watch
later
Stream music, podcasts or
video content (e.g watching
catch up services/ You Tube
videos)
Use social networking e.g.
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn,
Snapchat
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2) How frequently do you experience difficulties carrying out this activity because of poor
signal/coverage issues in your local area – this could be either at home or when out and about in
your local area? Tick one box per activity below (i.e. one per line – if you have never tried write
in n/a)
(a) Regularly

(b) Occasionally

(c) Never

Not applicable/
never tried

Make or receive calls
Send or receive text messages
Send / receive messages with
pictures/ images/video clips
Send or receive emails
Use IM/ Instant Messaging (e.g.
BBM, Apple iMessage,
WhatsApp, Facebook
messenger, Snapchat)
Make voice calls using a VoIP
service e.g. Viber, Skype, BT
Smart Call
Make video calls e.g. via
Facetime, Skype
General browsing/ surfing the
internet
Download apps or programs
directly to your phone
Play live games
Use maps/navigation (e.g.
Google Maps)
Download music, podcasts or
video content to listen/watch
later
Stream music, podcasts or
video content (e.g watching
catch up services/ You Tube
videos)
Use social networking e.g.
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn,
Snapchat
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3) For any activities where you experience difficulties performing this activity using your mobile
phone in your local area (i.e. where you have ticked regularly or occasionally for Q2) please
answer questions A and B below:
Activity – on your mobile phone (do not
include when you use a tablet or computer to
do this)

A) - On a scale of 1 to 10 how
much of an issue do the
problems you experience in
this area cause you – where 1
is doesn’t really impact you
and 10 is it has a major impact

B) - Please tick which would be
your top three top priority areas
for improvement out of this list
of possible mobile functions?

Making or receiving calls
Sending or receiving text messages
Sending / receiving messages with pictures/
images/video clips
Sending or receiving emails
Using IM/ Instant Messaging (e.g. BBM, Apple
iMessage, WhatsApp, Facebook messenger,
Snapchat)
Making voice calls using a VoIP service e.g.
Viber, Skype, BT Smart Call
Making video calls e.g. via Facetime, Skype
General browsing/ surfing the internet
Downloading apps or programs directly to your
phone
Playing live games
Using maps/navigation (e.g. Google Maps)
Downloading music, podcasts or video content
to listen/watch later
Streaming music, podcasts or video content (e.g
watching catch up services/ You Tube videos)
Using social networking e.g. Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn, Snapchat
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Discussion guides
The following discussion guide was used for the focus groups with residential and SME consumers:

A.2.1.

Discussion guide for Consumer and SME groups

1. Introduction (15 minutes)
Explain:
- Broad purpose of the discussion
- MRS code of conduct, recording, confidentiality
- No hidden agenda; no right or wrong answers: we’re open to positive and negative
responses
Note to moderator:
▪ Questions/probes in red: consumer-specific
▪ Questions/probes in blue: SME-specific
Residential
▪ Name
▪ Occupation
▪ Lifestage/who’s at home
▪ Location/location type where live
▪ Mobile provider

SME
▪ Name
▪ Job title/areas of responsibility
▪ Industry sector
▪ Company size
▪ Location/location type where work
▪ Mobile provider

2. Overview and experiences of mobile coverage (30 minutes)
Note responses down on a flipchart
▪ What words or terms would you use to describe the mobile coverage in the area where you
live/work? What others?
▪ What makes you use that word/phrase?
Explore reasons behind each word/phrase.
Listen out for issues relating to geographical variability in coverage, ability to use some services
and not others, inconsistency/unreliability of coverage. Probe on each mentioned:
Geographical variability
▪ Can you tell me a bit more about that? Is what way does the coverage vary depending on where
you are? Where is it best? Where is it poorest?
Ability to use some services and not others
▪ Can you tell me a bit more about that? What services can you use? What services can’t you use?
Inconsistent/Unreliable coverage
▪ Can you tell me a bit more about that? In what way is it inconsistent/unreliable?
Explain that you’d like to understand their experiences in a bit more detail and ask for couple of
volunteers to talk through their experiences in more depth. Taking each volunteer in turn ask:
▪

How important is your mobile phone to your personally, in your day-to-day life? Why is that?
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

How often do you use it? Per day?
What sorts of things do you use it for? What functions are most important to you? Why is that?
How often do you have problems doing whatever it is you want to do at that time?
What types of problems do you experience?
Are there particular locations/areas where you experience more problems? What/where are
these?
How do you deal with these issues?
Do you have ‘work around’ solutions to help you overcome the problems you experience?

Open the discussion back up to the wider group.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

In what ways are your experiences similar to this?
And in what ways are your experience different to this?
Is anyone trying to use services/functions not already mentioned? How does that work out?
Is anyone trying to use their phone in locations not already mentioned? How does that work
out?
How are you dealing with the issues you encounter? What workaround solutions do you have?
Thinking about the issues and problems you are experiencing when trying to use your mobile
phone in your local area, how much of an impact are these having on your day-to-day
life/working life?
▪ Probe on; at home, out and about locally, travelling in the local area
▪ Probe on; communicating with customers/suppliers, travelling for business, managing
your business
How much of a difference would having better mobile coverage make to your day-to-day
life/working life?
▪ What would be the main benefits it would bring?

N.B. Look out for comparisons with experiences of good coverage in other areas – e.g. when
visiting more urban location. Explore these.
3. Looking at location in more depth (20 minutes)
Explain that you’d like to look at different locations in a bit more depth. Ask respondents to
gather round the schematic map and work with them to fill in the boxes as relevant to their local
area. Be as specific as possible – especially with the roads.
For each one, ask:
▪ How is the coverage in that area?
▪ How easy or difficult is it to use your mobile phone in that area?
▪ What services/functions can you use?
▪ What services/functions can’t you use? Thinking about the things you can’t do, how much of a
problem is this? How do you work around it?
More remote locations
▪ Is anyone trying to use their mobile phone in more remote locations – I’m thinking of places like
(INSERT LOCAL EXAMPLES)?
N.B. Will be 1-2 people per group who have been recruited to be using phone in remote locations.
▪
▪

How is the coverage in that area?
How easy or difficult is it to use your mobile phone in that area?
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▪
▪
▪

What types of problems do you experience?
What services/functions can you use?
What services/functions can’t you use? Thinking about the things you can’t do, how much of a
problem is this? How do you work around it?

4. The Essential Service Game (20 minutes)
Complete the pre-prepared table on a flip chart with the locations identified in section 4 down
the left-hand side. These mobile services/functions will already be completed across the top.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Make or receive calls
Send or receive text messages
Send / receive messages with pictures/ images/video clips
Send or receive emails
Use IM/ Instant Messaging (e.g. BBM, Apple iMessage, WhatsApp, Facebook messenger,
Snapchat)
Make voice calls using a VoIP service e.g. Viber, Skype, BT Smart CAll
Make video calls e.g. via Facetime, Skype
General browsing/ surfing the internet
Download apps or programs directly to your phone
Play live games
Use maps/navigation (e.g. Google Maps)
Download music, podcasts or video content to listen/watch later
Stream music, podcasts or video content (e.g watching catch up services/ You Tube videos)
Use social networking e.g. Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Snapchat

Explain; we would now like you to imagine that you are a mobile network provider and you are
deciding upon what service improvements you can make in this area over the coming year. You’ve
got a limited budget and so you can’t improve everything – you need to prioritise some things over
others. We want to assume that each of these areas we’ve been talking about has currently got no
mobile service at all.
You’ve got 30 tokens – for each token you spend in an area you get a mobile service that you can
use in that area.
▪ Allow the group 2-3 minutes to complete this task and then ask them to explain why they chose
these particular locations and services for improvement?
Take a photo of the chart.
Reduce the number of tokens to 20 and ask them to repeat the exercise.
▪ Allow the group 2-3 minutes to complete this task and then ask them to explain why they chose
to prioritise these particular locations and services for improvement?
Take a photo of the chart.
Reduce the number of tokens to 10 and ask them to repeat the exercise.
▪ Allow the group 2-3 minutes to complete this task and then ask them to explain why they chose
to prioritise these particular locations and services for improvement?
Take a photo of the chart.
5. Wrap Up (5 minutes)
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▪

Thinking back across of the issues we have discussed over the last 90 minutes, if you were
Ofcom what 3 things would you focus on first?

Thank and close

5.2.3.

Discussion guide for Holidaymaker group

1. Introduction (15 minutes)
Explain:
- Broad purpose of the discussion
- MRS code of conduct, recording, confidentiality
- No hidden agenda; no right or wrong answers: we’re open to positive and negative
responses
Respondent Introduction
▪ Name
▪ Occupation
▪ Lifestage/who’s at home
▪ Location/location type where live
▪ Mobile provider
2. Overview and experiences of mobile coverage in home area (20 minutes)
Note responses down on a flipchart
▪ What words or terms would you use to describe the mobile coverage in the area where you live?
What others?
▪ What makes you use that word/phrase?
▪ And what about where you work? What words or terms would you use to describe the mobile
coverage in the area?
Explore reasons behind each word/phrase.
Explain that you’d like to understand their phone usage in a bit more detail and ask for couple of
volunteers to talk through the way they use their phone in more depth. Taking each volunteer in
turn ask:
▪ How important is your mobile phone to your personally, in your day-to-day life? Why is that?
▪ How often do you use it? Per day?
▪ What sorts of things do you use it for? Probe fully on services/functions listed at front of guide.
▪ What functions are most important to you? What ones do you use every day? Every week? Less
often? Why is that?
▪ How often, if at all, do you have problems using your phone?
▪ What types of problems do you experience? (If problems relating to poor mobile coverage come
up probe fully)
▪ How do you deal with these?
Open the discussion back up to the wider group.
▪
▪
▪

In what ways is your phone usage similar to this? Probe fully.
And in what ways is your phone usage different to this? Probe fully.
Is anyone trying to use services/functions not already mentioned?
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▪

Is anyone experiencing problems with using their phone that haven’t been mentioned already?
(If problems relating to poor mobile coverage come up probe fully)

3. Mobile Usage on Holiday (30 mins)
Explain; I’d now like for us to discuss using your mobile phone while on holiday in the UK
▪ What sorts of locations have you visited in the UK for a holiday or a weekend trip over the last
year or two?
▪ And while you’ve been away what sorts of trips and activities have you undertaken? Probe for:
walking/hiking, climbing, visiting historical sites, going to the beach, visiting remote
towns/villages, visiting lakes/rivers for leisure
▪ What words or terms would you use to describe the mobile coverage in the area where you
were on holiday/away for the weekend? What others?
▪ What makes you use that word/phrase?
Explore reasons behind each word/phrase.
Listen out for issues relating to geographical variability in coverage, ability to use some services
and not others, inconsistency/unreliability of coverage. Probe on each mentioned:
Geographical variability
▪ Can you tell me a bit more about that? Is what way does the coverage vary depending on where
you are? Where is it best? Where is it poorest?
Ability to use some services and not others
▪ Can you tell me a bit more about that? What services can you use? What services can’t you use?
Inconsistent/Unreliable coverage
▪ Can you tell me a bit more about that? In what way is it inconsistent/unreliable?
Explain that you’d like to understand their holiday experiences in a bit more detail and ask for
couple of volunteers (different to last ones) to talk through their experiences in more depth.
Taking each volunteer in turn, ask:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

How important is your mobile phone to your personally, while you are on holiday? Why is that?
How often do you use it? Per day?
What sorts of things do you use it for? Probe fully. How is it different from when at home? What
functions are most important to you on holiday? Why is that?
How often do you have problems doing whatever it is you want to do at that time?
What types of problems do you experience?
Are there particular locations/areas where you experience more problems? What/where are
these? Probe for more remote locations
How do you deal with these issues?
Do you have ‘work around’ solutions to help you overcome the problems you experience while
on holiday?

Open the discussion back up to the wider group.
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▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

In what ways are your holiday experiences similar to this?
And in what ways are your holiday experience different to this?
Is anyone trying to use services/functions while on holiday that not already mentioned? How
does that work out?
Is anyone trying to use their phone in locations not already mentioned? How does that work out?
How are you dealing with the issues you encounter? What workaround solutions do you have?
Thinking about the issues and problems you are experiencing when trying to use your mobile
phone while on holiday, how much of an impact are these having on your holiday
How much of a difference would having better mobile coverage make to your holiday?
What would be the main benefits it would bring?

4. Looking at location in more depth (20 minutes)
Explain that you’d like to look at different locations in a bit more depth. Ask respondents to
gather round the schematic map and work with them to fill in the boxes as relevant to the area
they were on holiday. As the respondents will not have holidayed in the same place this will need
to be more generic than in Test groups – but still get details if possible (e.g. if national park
mentioned record which one).
For each one:
▪ How was the coverage in that area?
▪ How easy or difficult was it to use your mobile phone in that area?
▪ What services/functions could you use?
▪ What services/functions couldn’t you use? Thinking about the things you couldn’t do, how much
of a problem was this? How did you work around it?
More remote locations
Is anyone trying to use their mobile phone in more remote locations – I’m thinking of places like
(INSERT LOCAL EXAMPLES).
N.B. Will be 1-2 people per group who have been recruited to be using phone in remote locations.
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

How is the coverage in that area?
How easy or difficult is it to use your mobile phone in that area?
What types of problems do you experience?
What services/functions can you use?
What services/functions can’t you use? Thinking about the things you can’t do, how much of a
problem is this? How do you work around it?

5. Wrap Up (5 minutes)
▪

Thinking back across all of the issues you experience when on holiday, if you were Ofcom what
3 things would you focus on first?

Thank and close

Stimulus materials
The following stimulus material was shown to participants at key points of the discussion.
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A.3.1.

Locations

Phone
calls

Table used for the Essential Service Game

Text
messaging

Emails

Instant
Messaging
e.g.
WhatsApp,
Facebook
Messenger

Internet
calling/
video calls
e.g.
FaceTime

Use the
Internet

Use
Apps/play
live games

Maps e.g.
Google
Maps

Use social
media e.g.
Facebook,
Twitter

Other

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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A.3.2.

Schematic map – used in Section 3 of discussion guide for residential and
SME consumers and in Section 4 (Holidaymakers) of discussion guide for
holidaymakers
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